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TAN’s 2019 Symposium
at University of Guelph Arboretum
Hosted by Summer Lectures Club and
Third Age Learning of Guelph
May 3-4, 2019
See program details and register online now at:

https://thirdagenetwork.ca/symposium-2019/
Included this year is a separate program
for partners in beautiful Guelph.
Delegates will participate in workshops and
two presentations by these two well
regarded speakers.
One or Two Day Registration Available
James W. Sanders
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Sarah Webster

Message from the President
Nancy Christie
will provide details on the speaker, theme of the talk,
the date, and the organization that hosted the talk so
that you can obtain more information if needed. The list
covers 2016 – 2018 inclusive. (If you’ve forgotten the
password to Members Access on the website, contact
info@thirdagenetwork.ca

NEWS and REQUESTS …..
Education Committee
To coordinate its growing educational activities, TAN requires leadership focused on educational programs specifically. With this in mind, we are looking for individuals who
are keen on forming an education committee. As noted on
the document which outlines the role of the committee, it’s
a great opportunity to work and learn with like-minded people who share an interest in many forms of learning.

To make the list even more valuable, we need input
from all of you. Please assign someone in your
organization - perhaps the program chair – to send
information to the TAN webmaster each year when
your program is prepared.

Take a look at the article on this page about the proposed
Education Committee and contact a member of the TAN
Executive Committee if you are interested or know of a
colleague who is.

Role of Representatives
Member representatives to TAN have various duties.
especially important: please remember to share TAN
communications with ALL other members of your
Board. The newsletter wants to share your activities
with other organizations. Send news to
Sheilagh Hickie shickie@bell.net

Speakers’ List
Part of our spirit of networking is that member groups are
willing to share the details of topics and speakers so that
committees can have a source of inspiration and information when planning their own upcoming programs. Recently updated, the links on the website

.

Education Committee
Are you interested? Participating in the various tasks that
make TAN (and its member organizations) run involves
time and energy…. yet itself represents a significant learning opportunity, is energizing and fun! You meet like minded people with new ideas and novel ways of problem solving. With technology, you can easily participate no matter
where you live. If joining the education committee appeals
to you, get in touch with a member of the TAN Executive.
You are who we are looking for to build this resource for
TAN!

Needed Now: As TAN grows, it is important to continue
the focus on education - both formal and informal, and
identify new ways of sharing experience as well as new
information. With this in mind, we seek to identify commitRationale: One of TAN’s goals is the sharing of infortee members and a leader who are willing to the lead this
mation amongst members. To this end, informal workeffort, identifying suitable topics for continued learning that
shops have been offered to members throughout the years will assist members in planning and managing their organiand biennial symposia (2013. 2015, 2017) have been cre- zations.
ated to bring more people together around a variety of topics. There is a wealth of experience within our network,
and TAN’s role in providing the infrastructure that will assist Reporting to the Executive Committee, the committee
people to learn from each other has proven to be very ben- could also offer suggestions as to location and/or format of
eficial, especially for newly starting organizations.
an event (e.g. web based learning), recognizing the diversity and the geographical spread of TAN membership.
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LLIR President Pens Book
Lester B. Pearson was Prime Minister when Gary Schlee first considered researching a book that would bring all of Canada’s leaders
together in one informative reference work. Schlee, a former journalist, corporate communicator and college professor, has finally
realized that dream – nine Prime Ministers later!
“Gary Schlee, organized thinker that he is, has accomplished the
unimaginable,” says author Ted Barris, describing the compendium
as “uncluttered, uncensored and understandable sketches of what
one PM described as ‘the toughest job in the land.’”
Unknown and Unforgettable unveils every Prime Minister through
bite-size profiles and genealogies, their political and personal stories, and extensive timelines that lay out their lives chronologically.
Former Toronto mayor and federal cabinet minister David Crombie
calls it “a very useable, exceptionally readable treasure trove of information.” He adds that, “Learning and enjoying at the same time
is an unbeatable accomplishment. I’ll be keeping it handy.”
It would be fair to describe Schlee’s five-decade project as a labour
of love. “In researching our country’s leaders, I’ve learned that they
all were or are individuals who sought to do what they felt was the
best for the people of Canada,” he says. “They had their triumphs.
They made mistakes. Like all of us.”

Gary Schlee,

The first chapter of Unknown and Unforgettable – Sir John A. Macdonald – is available at
https://canadianprimeministers.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/1macdonald-sample.pdf.
If you would like a copy of the book to review or wish to interview
the author, please contact us.
(Shorelawn Publishing)

current president of Living &
Learning in Retirement with his
book.

Duties of TAN Member Representatives
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Representatives support the vision and man
date of TAN
Representatives attend their own Board meetings and report on TAN activities; they may also 
identify issues of interest to the whole network
and bring these to the attention of TAN.
Representatives respond to TAN requests for

information (data on line, speakers’ list, surveys,
etc.) and volunteers necessary to support its
work; they provide information about their own
organization’s activities for the TAN newsletter
and website.
Representatives are prepared to serve on TAN
committees, including the Executive Committee.

Representatives initiate relationships with other
TAN member organizations, supporting the network character of TAN.
Representatives attend the Annual Meeting of
TAN representing their organization in any decision making that is undertaken.
Representatives provide regular input about
their own organization’s activities to the TAN
newsletter editor and to the webmaster for the
website.

Successful Documentary Series in Hamilton
by Sharron Johnston, Hamilton Third Age Learning
Following a 2017 survey to our lecture audience
which reflected a strong interest, we started a
themed documentary series in 2018 and offered
four documentaries accompanied by qualified
speakers. We chose the winter months of January
and February and screened films every two
weeks. The series was offered for $40.00.
During this first series, held in the afternoon at the
Discovery Centre in Hamilton, we sold out the
entire 69 seats at one of our
lectures.
Our theme was Canadian
documentaries and we chose
four by Jennifer Baichwal.
'Manufactured Landscapes'
was first and our speaker was
Christine Boyanoski, the
curator of the 'Water Works'
exhibition at the Art Gallery of
Hamilton, which featured
work by Baichwal. Our
audience received a
complementary tour of the art
gallery to view 'Water Works.'
The other documentaries,
'Payback', 'Act of God' and
'The True Meaning of
Pictures' were also well
received.

The first screening was 'I Got Rhythm' which
highlighted the unique Live Lab at McMaster
University, which combines music with science.
(Information about the lab can be accessed at:
htps://livelab.mcmaster.ca ) Our patrons were
offered a complementary tour of the live lab and
learned about research relevant to our aging
population, for example special hearing aids and
potential improvements in Parkinson's Disease and
dementia.
The second documentary
was the award winning
'Rumble.' One of our viewers
commented; “This is the
best documentary I have
ever seen!” Tim Johnson,
producer of the movie gave
an incredible presentation.

Sharron Johnston,
Chair, Development HTAL

After receiving positive
evaluations on the first series, we decided to hold
a second series. Our committee met over the
summer of 2018 to view and select our current
documentary series “Music that Moves Us.” For
this second series we chose an evening venue at
the Hamilton Spectator which can accommodate
200. We sold 105 tickets, leaving ample
opportunities for 'walk-ins' at a ten dollar fee.

Our third presentation, 'Alive
Inside' had to be postponed
due to an ice storm and will
be rescheduled. This moving
documentary examines how
people with dementia who
are mute start to interact
after they have listened to
music from their youth! Our
speaker will be from the
Alzheimer's society.

Our last documentary of the
series, on February 21st is 'Music from the Big
house,' which features Rita Chiarelli, a well known
blues singer who travelled to Angola prison in
Louisiana to perform a concert for the prisoners.
This documentary highlights how music can soften
the most hardened criminals and Rita Chiarelli is
our guest speaker!

From Your Newsletter Editor
Many thanks for the articles submitted for this Newsletter. Please keep them coming.
Sheilagh Hickie, shickie@bell.net
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https://talyr.ca/
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